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Modular exponentiation is the most expensive portion of Shor’s algorithm. We show that it is possible
to reduce the number of quantum modular multiplications necessary by a factor of , at a cost of

entries, and performing
adding temporary storage space and associated machinery for a table of
 
times as many classical modular multiplications. The storage space may be a quantum-addressable
classical memory, or pure quantum memory. With classical computation as much as  times as fast
as quantum computation, values of from 2 to 30 seem attractive; physically feasible values depend
on the implementation of the memory.

1. Introduction
Any software problem can be solved by adding another layer of indirection.
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+p' classical and Y quantum modular multiplications must be performed, compared with +
classical and + quantum modular multiplications using Vedral’s formulation A .
2. Indirection
In a computer, arguments to an instruction (or function) can be passed by value or by
reference. By value arguments appear directly in the bits of the instruction. When accessing
1
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arguments by reference, the address of the argument is held in the instruction; the actual
value must be retrieved from memory before the function can be evaluated. The address is
called a pointer or an index. Indirection is a generalization of by reference, in which the
value retrieved from memory may itself be a pointer which must in turn be dereferenced.
In the straightforward quantum implementation of modular exponentiation, the , - values are classical values held in a single quantum register, manipulated during the forward
and reverse parts of the modular addition. In our proposal, the d e F values are held in a
?
"
table, and a portion of the  4 superposition is used as an index into that table. That is, we
are accessing the arguments through a single level of indirection.


3. The

Array

The d array is our bridge from classical computation to quantum. Each entry is + bits.
K
We must compute ' values for the table, requiring D classical modular multiplications
each, before each of the Y quantum multiplications. The de F values must be stored into
?
quantum-accessible memory; this may be done all at once before the quantum computation
K
is begun, if the d array can hold Y ' entries, or right before each separate multiplication, if
K
the d can only hold ' entries.
The array can be held using a quantum addressable classical memory (QACM) . In
such a device, memory cells (the modular exponentiation values) are classical, but a quantum superposition is used as an address, and the read out value is a superposition of each
classical value in proportion to the “amount” of its address present in the address superposition. One such possible device is an optical plate, with photons steered through the various
cells according to the value of specific address bits. Figure 1 shows a 3-bit example. At
"
the top, the input (generally  7 ) is steered left or right according to the high-order bit of
the address superposition (carried on a control line not shown in the figure). Subsequent
circles steer left or right according to their address bits, to reach the appropriate classical
data memory cells. The values retrieved from the memory are combined to give the full
output superposition, in weights according to the address superposition.
An equivalent array of qubits can be used in place of the QACM. However, in that case,
the cost of filling the table must be accounted for, and our limitation will be the number of
available qubits. Figure 2 shows a 3-bit select circuit which will choose from among the 8
possible arguments for the modular multiplier. The desired value F % d l F occupies the
g ?
location as shown on the right of the figure; it is then used as the argument to the modular
multiplier. This select circuit can be reversed following the multiplication to restore the
original locations of the d  F values.




?

4. The Algorithm
In essence, the algorithm involves moving from a bit-oriented breakdown of the multiplications to a word-oriented breakdown.
The algorithm consists of two main parts: classically calculating the d array values, and
calculating their products in the quantum domain. We pay the classical cost in step 1b in
the algorithm below, and the quantum cost in step 3c.
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The cost of setting up to use the J th iteration of the d array is technology dependent;
K
only one of steps 1c and 3a is necessary. G +p' H gates may be required to set a quantum
memory, or only the change of a single pointer or position if a QACM is large enough to
hold the entire d array at once.
(1) Calculate the d array elements:
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Note that the algorithm uses, but does not specify, modular multiplication. We can
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Figure 2. 3-bit Quantum Select Circuit (Q-SEL)

choose to use a variant of Vedral’s carry-ripple construction, or Gossett’s carry-save 0 ,
which will increase our storage requirements but allow more concurrent execution, reducing wall-clock time (and hence coherence time demands) for the computation.
Figure 3 shows a portion of a modified form of Vedral’s circuit using indirection. The
dashed box indicates where update of the d array takes place, if necessary; only one-qubit
gates are required. Note also that Q-SEL and its reverse are used, but, unlike Vedral’s circuit, we do not need the reverse of multiplication to free up our argument. The degenerate
case of D %Z: is therefore faster than Vedral’s circuit.
5. Evaluating Cost and Selecting Word Length
Barenco’s bound
on the probability of success using the approximate quantum Fourier

transform is :7
or lower for sizes of a few kilobits . While information can be inferred
even from failures that may reduce the number of iterations required, a large number will
be necessary in the real world. Thus, the cost of the one-time classical computations (which
may be stored and reused) is further amortized.
The goal of this work is to minimize the cost of executing Shor’s algorithm, for some
metric of cost important to the user. In figure 4 we show the total cost of calculating the
modular exponentiation, as a function of word length D . “Cost” in this graph is an arbitrary
metric; it may be wall clock time, total time on parallel machines, price tag, or some other
economic cost of quantum and classical machines. Perhaps the easiest cost to consider is
simply time to perform a modular multiplication. The five curves represent total cost at
different ratios of quantum:classical cost, ranging from 1:1 to :7 0 :1. The ’x’ marks on
each curve are the nearest integer value of D to the minimum. This recommended word
length increases by approximately eight bits for each factor of one thousand the relative
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Figure 3. Multiplication Using Indirection, Based on Vedral’s Circuit
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quantum cost increases.
The cost should be normalized to include the differing numbers of times the quantum
and classical calculations must be performed. The classical results can be calculated once,
and stored and reused. The quantum algorithm must be rerun until success is achieved.
Using Barenco’s bound, for
and ;%.7 , we calculate a probability of success
 h % :
using the AQFT of  5 : 7 A . If it takes one hundred thousand runs, on average, to succeed,
then the quantum cost used in the graph should be one hundred thousand times the one-time
cost.
This graph is somewhat simplified, in that the cost ratio is treated as fixed. In reality,
the QACM cost will almost certainly depend on the word length.
Commodity microprocessors may be as much as : 7 > times as fast as quantum computing devices. Combined with the success probability, it is clear that the limitation on D
will be the practical size of the d array rather than computational cost.

&

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown how the standard computer science technique of indirection
can be used in the quantum domain to accelerate the modular exponentiation that is the
primary cost of Shor’s algorithm. This technique reduces the number of multiplications
necessary, and is independent of the multiplication algorithm chosen. The price we pay
K
for this is a large classical/quantum tradeoff; we perform ' more multiplications in the
classical domain in exchange for reducing the quantum multiplications by a factor of D .
We expect that this basic technique will apply to other algorithms, as well.
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